Swisscom RA App

The Swisscom RA app provides simple identification for
electronic signatures, replacing a time-consuming
registration process.

Identification for legally valid electronic
signatures made easy

Identification with the RA app in three steps

What is the Swisscom RA app?

– One-time identification
The RA app makes one-time identification more flexible and can be used anywhere at any time. Depending on the quality of the electronic signature, the
person being identified only needs to be physically
present once.

On the one hand, the benefits of electronic signatures
are obvious: a seamless, efficient process with no need
for paper and no logistical, scanning, printing and postage costs. However, before the signature service can be
used, users need to be clearly identified and registered.
What used to be an extremely time-consuming process
has now been made much easier thanks to a new solution from Swisscom: mobile identification and registration using the Swisscom RA app. The app can be used by
trained, authorised employees known as RA agents.

– Download the Swisscom RA app
The Swisscom RA app can be downloaded free of
charge from the Apple or Android app store.

– One-time registration
The validity of the ID document (ID card or passport)
and the accuracy of the data are checked by a trained
registration authority agent (RA agent).
After this one-time identification and registration
process, the qualified electronic signature can be
used wherever the Swisscom All-in Signing Service is
available.

Facts & Figures

Die Informationen in diesem Dokument stellen kein verbindliches Angebot dar. Änderungen sind jederzeit vorbehalten.

Audited identification process
Efficient

Simple, efficient employee registration processes
Authenticity check
Intuitive guidance of RA agent for verification of identity document’s authenticity
Data management
Automatic recognition and population of personal data
Compatible with other solutions
For use across Switzerland and the EU: identification in around 90 countries
Secure storage of proof of identity

Legally compliant

No need to create and manage your own databases for ID archiving
Security and data protection

Swisscom (Schweiz) AG Enterprise Customers, Postfach,
CH-3050 Bern, Tel. 0800 800 900, www.swisscom.ch/enterprise

Data stored in highly available, secure data centres in Switzerland

The RA app at a glance

